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EPORT FROM JURY DUTY:
defendant looks like a murderer,” comic Steve Martin
tweeted a week or so ago.
“GUILTY. Waiting for opening
remarks,” he added.
Okay, he mistook the defence attorney for the accused, but Martin was
undaunted: “I bet he murdered someone anyway.”
As for the prosecutor, well: “Don’t
like his accent. Serbian? Going with
INNOCENT. We’re five minutes in.”
Martin continued his Twittering
lampoon: “Since when are security
photos, DNA, and testimony evidence? Trusting intuition.”
I thought the whole thing humorous,
especially since the veteran funnyman
and author truly had been summoned
for jury duty.
Still, the ironic posts underscored a
burgeoning problem for judges managing juries.
They “read like a parody of the
scourge of the tweeting juror,” the
news service Reuters Legal sniffed.
Earlier in the month, Reuters
reported that a check of legal databases for challenges related to jurors’
Internet conduct had found 90 U.S.
verdicts called into question since
1999 — more than half of those challenges in the last two years.
In 28 of the cases — 21 since January 2009 — judges granted new trials
or overturned verdicts: a manslaughter conviction was reversed, a new
trial was ordered in a corruption case,
a conviction in the sexual assault of a
minor was thrown out...
Judges caution jurors not to seek or
consider information outside of evidence introduced at trial; they warn
them not to communicate about a
case with anyone before a verdict is
reached.
But ordinary people on jury duty
have found it difficult to resist the
temptation to use Wikipedia, Google
Earth, MySpace or Facebook to
“improve” their understanding, check
out a crime scene, engage in commentary or attempt an inappropriate
connection.
Florida clamped down late last year,
warning prospective jurors to focus
on their civic duty and leave their

smartphones at home.
At the same time, Lord Judge, the
Lord Chief Justice, England and
Wales’ most senior jurist, warned that
new media could threaten the jury
system.
He said new social-networking technologies and the Internet make it too
easy for jurors to access potentially
false and prejudicial information
about defendants.
It also would be very easy to bombard such sites with misleading information with the intention of influencing the outcome of a hearing.
“I have to be blunt about this,” he
said, “but, in my view, if the jury system is to survive as the system for a
fair trial in which we all believe and
support, the misuse of the Internet by
jurors must stop. ... The most extreme
suggestion would be an entirely new
judicial system — scrapping the jury —
that I could see happening if or when
it becomes clear that the risk of prejudice is inevitable, but that isn’t the
case now and hopefully, this will never
go that far.”
Few disagree.
Judges and court administrators
in the U.K., U.S. and Canada are

PROVING NEWSPAPERS WORK: CHANGING PERCEPTION

The Challenge

Communication of salmon farming has not kept pace with
advancements made in the industry. There are pervasive myths
and/or a lack of knowledge about salmon farming particularly in
communities that don’t have much contact with the industry.

The Objective

To provide a proactive ad campaign that communicates
interesting and positive facts about salmon farming without being
boring or preachy. Also, given the website has been re-designed,
the campaign should send Canadians to the new site for further
information.
pot dispensary
opens in south
Vancouver
The Plan
hEALth

Vancouver’s latest medical marijuana dispensary will open today on
Fraser Street.
The Imedikate Medical Cannabis
Dispensary, at 6128 Fraser St., is the
sixth such dispensary in the city and
the first in south Vancouver.
The dispensary will distribute marijuana to patients whose serious illness
would benefit from its use.
Patients must bring proof of serious
illness or a recommendation from a
doctor for marijuana to be dispensed.
Imedikate director Jacob Hunter
said a physician would be available to
assess individuals whose family doctor
was not supportive of such treatment
but who might benefit from it.

There are a lot of interesting facts available on the topic of
salmon farming. Detailed information, such as this, can be
effectively communicated through print therefore newspapers
were chosen as one of the key media. Newspapers can reach
specific areas with limited contact with the industry. Furthermore
newspapers are an effective vehicle for driving online visits – with
two thirds of Canadians state they have seen something in the
newspaper and it has encouraged them to go online for more
police detain three
information. TV and a social media campaign were alsoafter
created.
abduction of
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‘Going with INNOCENT. We’re five
minutes in,’ tweeted Steve Martin.

struggling to police and respond to
the effects of the technological revolution on jury behaviour — before, during and after trial.
After all, today’s lawyers are investigating potential jurors through the
Internet and their interactions on
social media.

two teens, woman

The Creative

Abbotsford Police have three people
in custody after a home invasion and
abduction early Friday.
Two 19-year-old men were abducted
at 1:30 a.m. while walking along a
path near Homestead Crescent in
Abbotsford.
They were then taken to a home on
McCallum Road, where the mother of
one of the men was also abducted and
other family members tied up.
Police found them an hour later on
the side of a road after one of the other
family members was able to free himself and call police.
The victims were unhurt.
The family is involved in the jewelry
business, though police say they have
not yet determined the motive for the
abductions.

Long copy newspaper ads were created featuring compelling
headlines and fascinating facts. Infographic charts were used
to present unexpected data. The charming copy encouraged
Canadians to read on. With the same light-handed approach, the
TV ads challenged people not believe everything they hear. Both
media drove Canadians to the website for more information.

and the defendant convicted.
The tweet, however, wasn’t considered a problem because it was sent
before the sender was empanelled.
And that, unfortunately, isn’t a joke.
So, to end on a lighter note, I give
Martin the last tweets:
“REPORT FROM JURY DUTY: Now
forcing my autograph on other jurors.
Also starting whisper campaign of
innocence based on Magic 8 Ball,” he
wrote.
“FINAL REPORT FROM JURY
DUTY: Defendant sentenced to
death. Feeling bad. Wait ... a call from
REAL JURORS OF BEVERLY HILLS.
WORTH IT!
“SERIOUS NOTE: I actually will be
on jury duty soon. I urge every citizen
to experience it. I’ve never not been
moved by the system.”
Here’s a link to a great round up of
recent examples of juror online misbehaviour, scholarship and legal
resources concerning its implications
for voir dire, trial management and
the administration of justice: http://
www.llrx.com/features/jurorbehav
ior.htm.
imulgrew@vancouversun.com

FARMED SALMON CAN’T MATE
WITH WILD SALMON.

AND NO, IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH HOW COLD THE WATER IS.

ATLANTIC SALMON
THRIVE ON THE
FARM – IN THE WILD,
NOT SO MUCH.
In fact, over the past century, there have
been numerous attempts to introduce
Atlantic salmon to the North Paciﬁc coast.
None have met with any success, escapees
from salmon farms are much more likely to
become food for BC seals and sea lions than
they are to spawn in BC streams. No matter
how hard they try, Atlantic salmon cannot
breed with Paciﬁc salmon because
they are two completely different species.
FARMED SALMON AND WILD SALMON

A FAMILY TREE

Fact: Farmed salmon feeding
is monitored by underwater
cameras to keep food waste
to a minimum.

SALMON FEED
ON SALMON FEED
Salmon feed isn’t just delicious (we’re
assuming) it’s also designed to minimize
the use of ingredients from wild ﬁsh stocks
while providing farmed salmon with a
perfectly balanced diet. In the wild salmon
are voracious carnivores, it’s estimated that
they consume 10 times their weight in
smaller ﬁsh throughout their lives.

SALMON ARE
PERFECT FOR
FARMING
One of the most important factors for any
farmed animal is their feed to meat
conversion ratio. Farmed salmon are
incredibly efﬁcient when it comes to growth.
For every kilogram of feed they consume they
gain almost a kilogram of weight. To put
this in perspective; cattle need to eat 8
kilograms of feed to put on 1 kilogram of
meat. It takes a lot of hay to make a steak.

OUTSIDE OF FARMS SALMON CONSUME
10X THEIR WEIGHT IN SMALLER FISH

Gerry Bellett, Vancouver Sun

AbbotsfoRd

In smaller centres, for instance, can
we even hope to find a jury of impartial strangers in an increasingly interconnected world?
More strident jury instructions with
more explicit restrictions appear likely
for sure.
Especially considering that in
its research, Reuters also checked
tweets with the words “jury duty” in
a three-week period in November and
December.
Apparently, people calling themselves prospective or sitting jurors
were tweeting at the astounding rate
of nearly one every three minutes.
Most were bored or simply being
snide.
But consider comments such as:
“I’ve already made up my mind. He’s
guilty. LOL.”
Or, “Looking forward to a not-guilty
verdict regardless of evidence.”
Or this: “Guilty! He’s guilty! I can
tell!”
I doubt they are examples of performance art or expressions of Martinlike wit.
According to Reuters Legal, who
turned that last tweet over to the
court, the Twit was picked for the jury

LOCALLY SOURCED
INGREDIENTS

8 KG
OF FEED
NO MATTER HOW HARD THEY TRY, FARMED SALMON
AND WILD SALMON WILL NEVER START A FAMILY
1.2 KG
OF FEED

Fact: Health experts make no
distinction between farmed
and wild salmon when it
comes to health beneﬁts.

1 KG OF MEAT

1 KG OF MEAT

CATTLE NEED 8 KGS OF FEED TO PUT ON 1 KG OF WEIGHT,
THAT’S ALMOST 8X AS MUCH AS SALMON

The feed used on salmon farms uses a lot
of non-marine proteins to lessen the impact
on wild feeder ﬁsh stocks, which means our
ﬁsh eat fewer wild ﬁsh. And because many
of the ingredients are locally sourced, salmon
farmers are able to support Canadian and
other North American farmers, provide a
healthy diet to their animals and protect wild
stocks all at the same time.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SALMON FARMING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA VISIT

Vancouver Sun

VAN01029569_1_1

When DDB Canada was tasked to create a platform to help people discover and review for
themselves the benefits of BC farmed salmon, we soon realized that a campaign was going
to require a number of engaging touch points. In recommending the right balance between
different media, we included newspaper advertising to help deliver compelling, informational
messages. The results speak for themselves. Readers who were exposed to the print ads 3
times or more strongly agreed that the information communicated to them in the ads made
them feel much more positive about BC farmed salmon.
- Lance Saunders, Executive VP & Managing Director, DDB Vancouver

For further industry information, go to www.newspaperscanada.ca
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currency

Loonies and toonies
may go high-tech
Canada could soon have some
of the highest-tech, most secure

coins in the world.
A change being proposed to Canada’s $1 and $2 coins would alter
their composition and include
several high-tech security features, such as a lasermark, a virtual image, an electromagnetic sig-

nal and edge lettering, making the
already secure coins even more
difficult to counterfeit.
The government estimates introducing the new coins, which will
be composed of multi-ply plated steel alloy rather than a nick-
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Update to a Province article on
Blair Wilson on Oct. 28, 2007: In a
Dec. 31, 2010, judgment of the B.C.
Supreme Court regarding the estate
of Blair Wilson’s mother-in-law,

— iPolitics.ca

S

theprovince.com

For the record

el alloy, will save it $16 million on
the 30 million coins it produces
annually. But it will cost the vending machine industry $40 million
to recalibrate its estimated 200,000
machines across the country.

Norma Lougheed, it was held that all
money advanced by the Lougheeds
to purchase properties was repaid
to a degree acceptable to Norma
Lougheed or eventually gifted to Blair
Wilson’s wife, Kelly, except the Whistler and Roberts Creek properties,

on which a total of approximately
$812,000 remains owing by Kelly
Wilson. As noted in the original article, all current properties are in Kelly
Wilson’s name. The Pemberton Valley property was not purchased with
money advanced by the Lougheeds,

but with the sale proceeds of the
Gordon Avenue home, which had
been paid for by the Lougheeds. The
$22,480 transaction in April of 2007
was not a loan from Norma Lougheed
to Blair Wilson, but a repayment to
Blair Wilson of money he had loaned
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IF YOU THINK
FRESH SALMON GROWS ON TREES

SALMON FARMERS WOULD NEVER
ADD CHEMICALS TO THEIR SALMON.

YOU HAVE A LOT TO LEARN ABOUT SALMON, AND TREES.

FRESH IS BEST
We all love fresh salmon. It tastes great, it
looks great and, so long as it’s fresh, it
smells great. What most people don’t realize
is that fresh wild salmon isn’t available all
year-round. Salmon runs happen at speciﬁc
times every year and ﬁshermen catch them
then. If you want to eat fresh (not frozen)
salmon at other times of the year you either
need to grow gills and follow them around
the Paciﬁc Ocean or go to your local market
and pick up some fresh farmed salmon.
We recommend the latter.
WILD SOCKEYE SALMON

FARMED SALMON
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Fact: Salmon farmers
test some of their stock
every month to
monitor their health.

WHERE IS aS
ImPORTanT aS HOW
When it comes to salmon farming, location
is everything. Farmers require sites with
strong currents and good tidal ﬂushing—
this helps keep farmed salmon healthy.
Sites are speciﬁcally chosen to minimize
environmental impact and to carefully avoid
ﬁnﬁsh or shellﬁsh habitats. In fact,
government regulations expressly forbid
salmon farms from locations closer than one
kilometre from ecologically sensitive areas
such as salmon spawning streams or
nursery areas like estuaries.

IT’S alWayS
SalmOn SEaSOn
Farmed salmon are harvested year-round,
and are typically delivered to market within
48 hours of harvest. That means you can
have a dinner of healthy, nutritious ﬁsh with
ﬁrm texture, natural colour, and pleasant
ﬂavour—without the risk of freezer burn,
discolouration, or spoilage—no matter
what time of the year it is.

SalmOn Can BE
almOSTanyCOlOUR
SO lOnG aS IT’S
PInKISH, REDDISH,
OR ORanGISH

FARMED SALMON
ARE AU NATUREL
Just like you, salmon farmers want their food
natural, nutritious, and free of contaminants.
That’s why there are no growth hormones
added to BC farmed salmon. Nor are there
any dyes—both farmed and wild salmon get
their colour from the pigments they ingest as
part of their diet. Antibiotics and medical
treatments are used rarely and only on the
advice of a veterinarian. And just for the
record, there are no genetically engineered or
modiﬁed ﬁsh in BC farms. At the end of the
day the only real difference between farmed
and wild salmon is that the farmed ones
know where their next meal is coming from.

The colour of salmon varies widely between
species. For example, Sockeye tends to be
deep red; Chinook ranges from orange to
white; Pink is, well, pink. Colour can also
vary between individual ﬁsh, depending on
diet. What it doesn’t depend on is colouring
agents. There are no dyes added to BC
farmed salmon or its feed to enhance colour.
BC farmed salmon get their colour the same
way wild salmon do: from essential
nutrients in their feed.
SOCKEYE

CHINOOK

COLOUR: DEEP RED

COLOUR: ORANGE TO WHITE

COHO

PINK

COLOUR: ORANGE

COLOUR: PINK (OBVIOUSLY)

STEROIDS

GENETIC MODIFICATION

Fact: Salmon farm sites are
fallowed after harvest and
before restocking.

THERE ARE 2 THINGS
EVERYONE KNOWS
ABOUT SALMON

WE ALL WANT
HEALTHY FISH

They make a great brunch food and they are
an excellent source of Omega-3 fatty acids,
which can help prevent heart disease,
reduce cancer risk, and lower cholesterol.
What everyone doesn’t know is that farmed
salmon isn’t just a great source of healthy
Omega-3s (speciﬁcally DHAs), it’s recognized
as one of the best sources in the world. Great
for you and great on a bagel; that’s win win.

For a modern salmon farmer their salmon’s
health is one of their biggest priorities. Over
the past decade innovations in techniques
have changed how salmon farmers keep
their ﬁsh healthy. Today, farmed salmon fry
are vaccinated against diseases they may
pick up from wild salmon or other ﬁsh.
Divers keep a lookout for signs of illness or
disease and report any concerns to
veterinarians. Preventative dosages of
antibiotics are strictly forbidden; only sick
ﬁsh may be treated. These steps help
salmon farmers ensure their investment
grows up healthy and strong. And delicious.

DYES

Fact: Farmed salmon and
wild salmon are different
colours because they are
different species of ﬁsh.

Fact: Salmon farming
provides 6,000 jobs and
accounts for 73% of salmon
harvested in BC.
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OMEGA-3 OILS
PREVENT REDUCE
HEART DISEASE
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CHOLESTEROL

FARMED SALMON IS ONE OF THE BEST
SOURCES OF HEALTHY OMEGA-3s
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HEALTH BENEFITS
OF SALMON DON’T
END WITH OMEGA-3s

FARMED SALMON IS NATURAL, NUTRITIOUS,
AND FREE OF CONTAMINANTS

SalmOn COlOUR VaRIES DEPEnDInG On THEIR DIET

THE COmBInED aREa OF all aCTIVE
SalmOn FaRmS In BC IS UnDER 3Km²
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WAIT, IS DILL A CHEMICAL?

HORMONES

FRESH SALMON AVAILABILITY

Man
own

FARMED SALMON CONTENTS

High in protein, low in saturated fat, salmon
is loaded with vitamin D and E. It also
contains large amounts of vitamins B6 and
B12, along with niacin, selenium, and
magnesium too. Little wonder why Health
Canada and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture conﬁrm both farmed and wild
salmon as a healthy food choice.
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The Results
Newspapers Canada engaged Totum Research to track the impact of the newspaper campaign.
What a success! With the ultimate goal of improving the perception of the salmon faming industry, this campaign more than
delivered!
Strongly agree I feel more positively about salmon farming than I did before

Strongly agree I feel more positively about salmon farming than I did before
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For further industry information, go to www.newspaperscanada.ca
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